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INT. HOUSE - DAY

Close up on Presenter

PRESENTER
I’m here with Paul.  

The shot widens to take in Paul, we can’t see Paul’s hands.

PRESENTER (CONT'D)
Paul is cursed with a terrible 
affliction.

Paul starts to sneeze, lifts his hands to his face, one of 
them has a bowling ball attached to it, he smacks himself in 
the face and falls out of shot.

PAUL (O.C.)
(on floor)

Oouch - Achoo!

PRESENTER
Yes, Paul suffers from “Digits 
Wedged In Bowling Ball Syndrome”, 
or DWIBBS for short.

Paul staggers up from the ground, rubbing his nose with his 
free hand.

PRESENTER (CONT'D)
How does DWIBBS affect your life 
Paul?

PAUL
Well it nearly got me arrested...

RIPPLE TO:

EXT. CARPARK - DAY

We see Paul approaching his car, fumbling in his pocket for 
his keys.  He reaches for the door, forgetting about the 
bowling ball, and smashes the window.  The car alarm goes off 
and he looks around nervously.  We hear a police siren.  Paul 
pegs it.

We see Paul chased past the camera several times, slowed down 
by the bowling ball.

EXT. BUS STOP - DAY

We see Paul, exhausted, waiting at a bus stop with an old man 
behind him in queue.

PAUL (V.O.)
And then it did get me arrested...
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The bus approaches, Paul absentmindedly raises his hand to 
hail the bus, and smacks the old man behind him in the face 
with the bowling ball.  

PAUL
Sorry!

We hear a police siren.

RIPPLE TO:

INT. HOUSE - DAY

PRESENTER
And how did the bowling ball get 
stuck on your fingers Paul?

The shot widens to reveal a second bowling ball on the table 
between them.

PAUL 
Well, I was bowling, and I picked 
the ball up, like this…

Paul picks the second ball up with his free hand.

PAUL (CONT'D)
And it just got stuck! Like… oh no!

Michael turns to camera and starts to lay it on thick, beside 
him Paul tries to get the second bowling ball off.  Trying to 
wedge it under his arm-pit and pull.  Putting it on the desk 
with one foot on it and pulling.

MICHAEL
Life with DWIBBS is terribly 
hard...

Finally in defeated instinctively puts both hands up to his 
face in despair and knocks himself over.

MICHAEL (CONT'D)
Imagine trying to get through life 
with a bowling ball stuck to your 
hand.

PAUL (O.C.)
(from the floor)

...I’ve got two now!
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